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Abstract
Objective. – The variety and extent of impairments occurring after traumatic brain injury vary according to the nature and severity of the lesions.
In order to better understand their interactions and long-term outcome, we have studied and compared the cognitive and neurobehavioral profile
one year post onset of patients with and without traumatic brain injury in a cohort of motor vehicle accident victims.
Method. – The study population is composed of 207 seriously injured persons from the ESPARR cohort. This cohort, which has been followed up
in time, consists in 1168 motor vehicle accident victims (aged 16 years or more) with injuries with all degrees of severity. Inclusion criteria were:
living in Rhone county, victim of a traffic accident having involved at least one wheel-conducted vehicle and having occurred in Rhone county,
alive at the time of arrival in hospital and having presented in one of the different ER facilities of the county. The cohort’s representativeness
regarding social and geographic criteria and the specificities of the accidents were ensured by the specific targeting of recruitment. Deficits and
impairments were assessed one year after the accident using the Neurobehavioral Rating Scale - Revised and the Trail-Making Test. Within our
seriously injured group, based on the Glasgow Score, the presence of neurological deficits, aggravation of neurological condition in the first
72 hours and/or abnormal cerebral imaging, we identified three categories: (i) moderate/severe traumatic brain injury (n = 48), (ii) mild traumatic
brain injury (n = 89), and (iii) severely injured but without traumatic brain injury (n = 70).
Results. – The most frequently observed symptoms were anxiety, irritability, memory and attention impairments, depressive mood and emotional
lability. While depressive mood and irritability were observed with similar frequency in all three groups, memory and attention impairments,
anxiety and reduced initiative were more specific to traumatic brain injury whereas executive disorders were associated with moderate/severe
traumatic brain injury.
Discussion-Conclusion. – The presence and the initial severity of a traumatic brain injury condition the nature and frequency of residual effects
after one year. Some impairments such as irritability, which is generally associated with traumatic brain injury, do not appear to be specific to this
population, nor does depressive mood. Substantial interactions between cognitive, affective and neurobehavioral disorders have been highlighted.
# 2014 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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Re´sume´
Objectif. – La diversite´ et l’e´tendue des de´ficits observe´s apre`s un traumatisme craˆnien varient suivant la nature des le´sions et leur gravite´. Afin de
mieux en comprendre les interactions et leurs conse´quences a` long terme, nous avons e´tudie´ et compare´ le profil cognitif et neuro-comportemental
d’une cohorte de victimes d’accidents de la voie publique avec et sans traumatisme craˆnien, un an apre`s l’accident.
Me´thode. – La population d’e´tude est constitue´e de 207 blesse´s graves de la cohorte ESPARR. Cette cohorte, qui a e´te´ suivie dans le temps, est
compose´e de 1168 accidente´s de la route dans le Rhoˆne aˆge´s de 16 ans et plus et de toutes gravite´s, inclus selon certains crite`res : re´sidant dans le
Rhoˆne, victime d’un accident de la circulation impliquant au moins un ve´hicule a` roues, ayant eu lieu dans le Rhoˆne, vivant au moment de son
arrive´e a` l’hoˆpital, et se pre´sentant dans l’un des diffe´rents services d’urgences du Rhoˆne. La repre´sentativite´ de cette cohorte en termes de crite`res
socioge´ographiques et de caracte´ristiques de l’accident a e´te´ assure´e par la nature spe´cifique du recrutement. Les plaintes et de´ficiences cognitivo-
comportementales ont e´te´ e´value´es un an apre`s l’accident avec la Neurobehavioral Rating Scale-Revised et le Trail Making Test. Nous avons
distingue´, dans notre population d’e´tude de blesse´s graves, trois cate´gories de patients : les traumatise´s craˆniens mode´re´s/graves (n = 48), les
traumatise´s craˆniens le´gers (n = 89) et les blesse´s graves sans traumatisme craˆnien (n = 70), base´es sur le score de Glasgow, la pre´sence de de´ficits
neurologiques, d’une aggravation de l’e´tat neurologique dans les 72 heures et/ou d’une imagerie ce´re´brale anormale.
Re´sultats. – Les symptoˆmes les plus fre´quemment observe´s e´taient l’anxie´te´, l’irritabilite´, les troubles mne´siques et attentionnels, la de´pression et
la labilite´ de l’humeur. L’humeur de´pressive et l’irritabilite´ sont releve´es aussi fre´quemment dans les trois groupes. Les troubles de me´moire,
d’attention, l’anxie´te´ et la diminution des initiatives sont plus spe´cifiques au traumatisme craˆnien et les troubles exe´cutifs sont typiques d’un
traumatisme craˆnien mode´re´/grave.
Discussion-Conclusion. – La pre´sence et la se´ve´rite´ initiale du TC conditionnent la nature et la fre´quence des se´quelles a` un an d’e´volution.
Certains troubles comme l’irritabilite´, habituellement associe´e a` un traumatisme craˆnien, n’apparaissent pas comme spe´cifiques a` cette population,
tout comme l’humeur de´pressive. Ainsi, les interactions entre troubles cognitifs, e´motivo-affectifs et neuro-comportementaux sont mises en avant.
# 2014 Elsevier Masson SAS. Tous droits re´serve´s.
Mots cle´s : Traumatisme craˆnien ; ESPARR ; Neurobehavioral Rating Scale ; Revised ; Devenir ; Accident de la voie publique
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1.1. Introduction
Traffic accidents remain a major public health problem in
France; in 2005, 5543 victims died, and of the 111,683 additional
persons suffering injury, more than 40,000 were hospitalized
[1]. The consequences of road accidents are wide-ranging and
likely to entail numerous sequelae. Prognoses pose difficulties in
assessment, tend to be varied and are subject to underestimation
[2], especially among the most mildly or moderately injured.
Since 1995, a Registre des Victimes des Accidents Corporels
de la Circulation Routie`re (registry of motor accident victims)
has been used in the French Rhoˆne county; its purpose is not
simply to enumerate accidents, but also to provide precise
indications on the victims and their injuries [3]. In 2005, the
Rhoˆne county registry comprised 8608 persons, of whom
1453 presented at least one brain lesion, whatever its gravity,
and of whom 88 had died. Over recent years, a nationwide
decrease of road accidents has been replicated on a county-wide
scale; in 2008, for example, only 7460 traffic accident victims,
13% fewer than in 2005 were mentioned in the registry;
1326 had suffered some kind of brain lesion, while 57 had lost
their lives. Recent studies based on the registry have shown that
the number of severely injured persons with sequelae was
roughly equivalent to the number of fatalities [4].
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is particularly important on
account of its frequency (it is ranked second following cervical
injuries and trauma) and the severity of its sequelae [5,6].
In fact, independently of cause, long-term prognosis is closely
associated with cognitive and behavioral impairments. In a
recent review of the literature, Dikmen et al. [7] confirmed theimportance of cognitive sequelae following moderate-to-severe
brain injury, whereas the sequelae are hardly obvious subsequent
to mild TBI. Even though many relevant studies have presented a
variety of methodological biases (no control group, heteroge-
neous etiology, lack of representativeness with regard to a
reference population), they clearly underscore typical cognitive
sequelae including memory or attention disorders as well as
slowed handling of information [8–11], while from a behavioral
standpoint, the most frequently reported abnormalities are
irritability [10–13], impulsiveness [10,11,13,14], disinhibition
[10,11,15] and loss of initiative [10,11,13]. In some patients, the
psychic consequences are of paramount importance: altered
personality [16] and/or thymus disorders (depression, anxiety,
emotional numbing) [17]. They are often associated with
ansognosia, in which patients are not always fully aware of the
seriousness and the repercussions of their dysfunctions [18–
21]. Taken as a whole, these disorders constitute what is
sometimes termed the ‘‘invisible disability’’ of brain trauma.
Along with the personality alterations, troubles related to
behavior and mood represent a major complaint of close friends
and family, and this continues to be the case long after the
accident [22,23]. All in all, the multiplicity of variables in highly
diversified anatomo-clinical and social situations strongly
underscores the indispensability of a rigorous approach. Dikmen
et al. [7], for example, have insisted on the need for control
groups tailored to the situations being explored; they have also
underlined the usefulness of longitudinal follow-up.
This study is aimed at indicating the precise characteristics
specific to brain trauma that have been found among the
cognitive and behavioral manifestations observed in the
207 seriously injured persons forming a cohort of Rhoˆne
county road accident victims followed from October 2004 until
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three groups of victims, we shall determine the nature of
attendant complaints in accordance with the presence or
absence of brain trauma; initial injury severity shall likewise be
taken into close account.
1.2. Material and methods
1.2.1. The study population
The ESPARR (e´tude de suivi d’une population d’accidente´s
de la route dans le Rhoˆne) cohort is a prospective cohort
consisting in Rhoˆne county traffic accident casualties.
Recruitment was carried out from 1 October 2004 through
30 June 2006 in all the public and private hospitals of Rhoˆne
county. Any person fulfilling the inclusion criteria (living in
Rhoˆne county, victim of a traffic accident involving at least one
wheel-conducted vehicle and having occurred in Rhoˆne county,
alive at the time of arrival in hospital and having presented in
one of the different ER facilities of the county) was invited to
participate in the ESPAAR study. The most severely injured
patients were recruited directly in hospital wards throughout the
study period. For the most serious cases (intensive care
patients), relations with close family and/or friends were
handled by the intensive or critical care physician. Recruitment
structuring (time frames extended through 24 hours, 7 days a
week) ensured the cohort’s representativeness regarding social
and geographic criteria as well as the specificities of the
accident: season, day of the week, hour, type of accident (work-
related, during a journey), means of transportation being used at
the time [24]. All in all, 1372 subjects including 1168 adults (at
least 16 years of age) agreed to be followed-up in the ESPARR
cohort. Medical data were collected from hospital records and
the declaration forms of the Registre des Victimes d’accidents
de la circulation du Rhoˆne (Rhoˆne county registry of motor
accident victims). The injuries were coded by a registry
physician with experience in use of the Abbreviated Injury
Scale (AIS) [25], a coding system through which lesions are
assigned severity scores ranging from 1 (minor injury) to 6
(lethal injury). The M-AIS (Maximum Abbreviated Injury
Score) is equal to the AIS of the most serious injury and
indicates the initial level of overall severity; the injury is
considered as minor when the M-AIS is 1, moderate when it is
2, and serious when it is at least equal to 3 (M-AIS3 + ).
The Marshall et al. score [26] was calculated for all the
subjects having undergone medical imaging in view of
classifying the brain injuries according to degree of severity
(grade 1: no visible injury to grade 4: midline shift).
Within the cohort, the population having been singled out
specifically for the study corresponded to subjects of at least
16 years of age at the time of the accident and considered at that
time as seriously injured (M-AIS  3), whether or not they had
incurred traumatic brain injury. Three groups of patients were
constituted:
 the ‘‘moderate/severe TBI’’ group was defined by one of the
following criteria: Glasgow score < 13, neurological deficit,aggravated neurological status during the 72 hours after the
accident, abnormal brain imagery;
 the ‘‘mild TBI’’ group was defined by a Glasgow score  13,
with neither aggravation over 72 hours nor abnormal
neurological signs on clinical examination. In this group,
we also included patients with no documented Glasgow score
but presenting brain trauma with loss of consciousness for
less than an hour, as well as patients without consciousness
disorder but with facial trauma, given that by definition, facial
trauma is associated with brain trauma [27,28];
 The ‘‘seriously injured non-TBI’’ group without TBI was
defined by M-AIS  3 but without head injury.
At the initial stage, immediately subsequent to the accident,
each patient (or, if necessary, a close relation) was asked, during
an interview at the hospital with an investigator, to answer
questions in a questionnaire comprising the following items:
sex, age at the time of accident, means of transportation
(motorcycle, bicycle. . .), family and socio-professional status,
level of studies.
A year after the accident, each patient was interviewed for a
second time and given a neuropsychological test and a
questionnaire, which were administered by two specifically
trained neuropsychologists. The evaluation comprised:
 the Neurobehavioral Rating Scale – revised: this multi-
dimensional 29-item scale has been revised and validated
with American [10] and French [29,30] populations; all of the
items have been simultaneously defined in both English and
French. As an integrated tool that can be rapidly applied with
minimal constraint, it is particularly suited for epidemiolo-
gical studies. It consists in a semi-structured interview and
succinct cognitive tests. The different items are designed to
evaluate not only cognitive aspects such as problems
pertaining to memory, attention and planning ahead, but
also behavioral and thymus-related items involving anxiety,
depression, mood lability, etc. Susceptibility to fatigue is
likewise taken into account. Disorders or impairments are
classified according to 4 categories: (i) none, (ii) mild, (iii)
moderate or (iv) severe. Given the number of subjects
participating in our study, each NRS item was considered as
either present or absent;
 the Trail Making Test is composed of two parts. In Part A, the
subject is asked to connect as rapidly as possible, in ascending
order, a set of 25 randomly distributed dots; in Part B, the
subject is once again asked to connect dots, as quickly as
possible and in ascending numerical and alphabetical order,
through systematic alternation of a number and a letter (1-A-2-
B-3-C. . .). This test provides recognized measurement of
mental flexibility or attention-switching capability [31–33];
 a questionnaire bringing together the socio-demographic data
(sex, age, return home and return to work) collected at the time
of inclusion. Post-traumatic stress syndrome (PTSS) is
assessed in accordance with the Post-traumatic Stress Disorder
Checklist Scale [34]. A threshold score  44 provides a likely
indication of PTSS with significant repercussions in daily life
[35].
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homes (72.5%), during a hospital consultation (18.4%), in a
medicine faculty office (7.8%) or at their workplaces (1.4%).
The median time interval between the accident and the
interviews was 437 days (interquartile interval Q1–Q3 = [396–
498]).
1.2.2. Ethical considerations
Informed written consent was secured from each patient, or
by a close relation if the patient was unable to express consent.
1.2.3. Analysis
The 3 groups were initially compared on an overall basis,
after which each of the two TBI groups was compared to the
group of seriously injured patients without head injury, which
was considered as a control group. Lastly, the two TBI groups
were compared with each other so as to determine whether or
not there existed a difference in degree of injury. Chi-square
tests (or Fisher tests when the number of subjects was too small)
were carried out for the categorical variables, and Student’s t-
tests (or analysis of variance tests for general variance) were
performed for the quantitative variables. When overall test
significance failed to reach the threshold of 5%, inter-group
comparisons were not performed.
Modified Poisson regression models were constructed to
determine whether or not associations between the different
symptoms and the fact of having suffered TBI persisted once
adjustments had been made for age, sex and level of studies
(Chi-square tests). Resumption or non-resumption of pro-
fessional activities one year after the accident was integrated to
the multivariate model when analysis using a univariate model
was significant at 10%. The only symptoms modeled were
those present in at least 20% of the population and for which
comparison between the moderate/severe TBI and the
‘‘control’’ population presented a significant difference
following verification of the overall or omnibus test.
Statistical analyses were carried out through SAS 9.3 soft-
ware (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). The genmod
procedure was employed for construction of modified Poisson
regression models.
1.3. Results
Out of the 1168 adults (aged at least 16 years) of the
ESPARR cohort, 324 subjects fulfilled the previously defined
criteria (M-AIS  3). Among those persons, 68 patients agreed
to reply to the questionnaire but refused the face-to-face
interview and failed to take the tests; 20 did not reply for the
one-year follow-up but participated in subsequent follow-up;
15 refused to carry on with their participation in the study, while
12 others were lost to follow-up, and 1 subject died. All in all,
116 injured persons did not take part in the neuropsychological
tests one year after the accident, and the neuropsychological
follow-up was consequently performed for 208 injured persons,
which represents a participation rate of 64%.
One subject presenting with mild TBI was excluded from the
analyses because he had suffered hypovolemic shock that raised
S. Nash et al. / Annals of Physical and Rhis Glasgow score to 9. As a result, our study population
consisted of 207 adult subjects: 48 in the moderate/severe TBI
group, 89 in the mild TBI group, and 70 in the severely injured
non-TBI group.
With regards to the age and sex criteria and the degree of
brain injury severity, the seriously injured subjects who did not
participate in the one-year neuropsychological follow-up did
not differ from those who did participate.
1.3.1. Description of the sample
The different medical and socio-demographic data of the
sample have been detailed in Table 1.
As regards age, the mild TBI subjects (36 years old on
average) and the moderate/severe TBI subjects (34 years old on
average) were significantly younger than the severely injured
non-TBI subjects (41 years old on average). On the other hand,
age-class distribution showed no difference between the
3 groups.
The patients with brain injury in both the moderate/severe
TBI and the mild TBI groups were mainly users of 4-wheel
vehicles, while the severely injured non-TBI subjects compri-
sed a majority of users of 2-wheel motor vehicles.
If 48% of the moderate/severe TBI patients had an initial
Glasgow score ranging from 13 to 15, it was due either to
aggravation of the latter over the first 72 hours after the
accident, or to a lesion observed in initial brain imaging (92%
of the patients in this group had a lesion and a Marshall score
equal to or higher than 2). In the mild TBI group, 3 subjects had
a Glasgow score of 13, 13 had a Glasgow score of 14 and
56 subjects had a Glasgow score of 15. In this group, brain
imagery was considered as normal at the time it was carried out
(n = 56).
The other variables taken into consideration (sex, family and
socio-professional status, level of studies) did not significantly
differ from one group to another (comprehensive statistical test).
At one year, no significant difference between the three
groups was observed with regards to resumption of professional
activities, which had occurred in 31.3% of the moderate/severe
TBI group, in 48.3% of the mild TBI group and in 44.3% of the
severely injured non-TBI group. Nor was there any significant
difference between the three groups with regards to the
proportion of persons presenting signs of PTSD, which affected
31.3% of the moderate/severe TBI group, 23.6% of the mild
TBI group and 14.3% of the severely injured non-TBI group.
1.3.2. NRS-R at one year - description of the symptoms
In the total population of the three groups (n = 207), the most
frequently observed symptoms (> 15%) were: anxiety (52.2%),
irritability (38.6%), memory disorders (38.6%) depressive
mood (30.4%), attention disorders (28.0%), mood lability
(26.6%) and guilt feelings (16.4%) (Table 2).
Irritability and depressive mood were as frequent in seriously
injured non-TBI as in TBI subjects. Whatever the group under
consideration, signs of depression and anxiety were associated at
one year with post-traumatic stress (P < 0.01).
Anxiety, memory and attention disorders as well as
diminished initiative and motivation were significantly more
Table 1
Description of the initial socio-demographic and clinical characteristics and of the data collected at one year for each of the three groups of injured subjects (M-
AIS3 + ).
Brain trauma Severe injuries
without brain
trauma




n = 48 n = 89 n = 70
n % n % n % (A) vs (B)
vs (C)
(A) vs (B) (A) vs (C) (B) vs (C)
Age at time of accident NS – – –
[16–20[years 15 31.30% 14 15.70% 7 10.00%
[20–30[years 11 22.90% 24 27.00% 17 24.30%
[30–40[years 5 10.40% 20 22.50% 9 12.90%
[40–50[years 7 14.60% 14 15.70% 16 22.90%
[50–60[years 5 10.40% 9 10.10% 11 15.70%
 60 years 5 10.40% 8 9.00% 10 14.30%
Average age [mean(SD)] 34.4 (16.5) 35.4 (15.3) 41.2 (17.7) P < 0.05a NS P < 0.05 P < 0.05
Sex NS – – –
Male 39 81.30% 69 77.50% 49 70.00%
Female 9 18.80% 20 22.50% 21 30.00%
Family status NS – – –
Single 25 52.10% 41 46.10% 23 32.90%
In couple 16 33.30% 38 42.70% 36 51.40%
Divorced/separated/widow(er) 17 35.40% 10 11.20% 11 15.70%
Type of user P < 0.05 NS P < 0.05 P < 0.01
Pedestrian/roller skate/scooter 8 16.70% 11 12.40% 16 22.90%
4 wheels 21 43.80% 37 41.60% 13 18.60%
2 motorized wheels 14 29.20% 34 38.20% 29 41.40%
Bicycle 5 10.40% 7 7.90% 12 17.10%
Study level NSc – – –
< baccalaureate 30 62.50% 55 61.80% 45 64.30% (NSb)
Baccalaureate 4 8.30% 14 15.70% 6 8.60%
> baccalaureate 11 22.90% 18 20.20% 18 25.70%
Other 3 6.30% 2 2.20% 1 1.40%
Socio-professional categoriesd NS – – –
Student 12 25.00% 12 13.50% 10 14.30%
Farmer/artisan 5 10.40% 4 4.50% 7 10.00%
Executive 6 12.50% 8 9.00% 6 8.60%
Intermediate profession 4 8.30% 6 6.70% 8 11.40%
Employee 18 37.50% 40 44.90% 27 38.60%
Worker 3 6.30% 19 21.30% 12 17.10%
Initial M-AIS P < 0.0001c P < 0.0001 P < 0.0001 NSc
3 14 29.20% 76 85.40% 64 91.40%
4 22 45.80% 13 14.60% 4 5.70%
5 12 25.00% 0 0.00% 2 2.90%
Initial GCS P < 0.0001c P < 0.0001 P < 0.0001 P < 0.0001
[13–15] 23 47.90% 72 80.90% 8 11.40%
[9–12] 9 18.80% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
[3–8] 16 33.30% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
Non re´alise´ 0 0.00% 17 19.10% 62 88.60%
Marshall score – – – –
No Scanner/MRI (head) 0 0.00% 33 37.10% 66 94.30%
Grade I diffuse injury
(neither effusion, nor edema)
4 8.30% 56 62.90% 4 5.70%
Grade II diffuse injury 33 68.80% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
Grade III diffuse injury 3 6.30% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
Grade IV diffuse injury 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
Massive evacuated injury 1 2.10% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
Massive non-evacuated injury 7 14.60% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
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Table 1 (Continued )
Brain trauma Severe injuries
without brain
trauma




n = 48 n = 89 n = 70
n % n % n % (A) vs (B)
vs (C)
(A) vs (B) (A) vs (C) (B) vs (C)
Back to work at 1-year questionnaire NS – – –
No 15 31.30% 20 22.50% 16 22.90% (NSb)
Yes 15 31.30% 43 48.30% 31 44.30%
Not relevant
(student/retired/home-based)
18 37.50% 26 29.20% 23 32.90%
Presence of PTSD signs at 1 year NSc – – –
No 30 62.50% 66 74.20% 57 81.40%
Yes 15 31.30% 21 23.60% 10 14.30%
Undetermined 3 6.30% 2 2.20% 3 4.30%
NS: non-significant.
a Anova test – variance analysis.
b Test excluding the last category.
c Fisher’s exact test.
d Retirees and persons on parental leave are included in the socio-professional group corresponding to their most recent employment.
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group. As regards attention disorders, they were significantly
more prevalent in the moderate/severe TBI group than in the
mild TBI group and significantly less prevalent in the severely
injured non-TBI group than in the other two. This was also the
case for mood lability, even though only between the moderate/
severe TBI group and the non-TBI group was the difference
significant.
The moderate/severe TBI groups significantly differed from
the other two groups with regards to the following items:
decreased planning ability, lower cognitive flexibility, dimi-
nished affectivity, limited capacity for self-criticism, slower
speed and stride, susceptibility to mental fatigue, difficulties in
oral expression, disorientation, diminished vigilance and social
withdrawal. Only in the moderate/severe TBI group were
hallucinations reported (n = 3).
Given the relatively small number of subjects participating
in the study, there was no significant difference between the
three groups for the following symptoms: disinhibition,
hyperactivity, exaggerated somatic preoccupations or mistrust;
this was likewise the case for signs of conceptual disorganiza-
tion, even though its occurrence was somewhat more frequent
in moderate/severe TBI subjects.
1.3.3. NRS-R at one year–modified Poisson regression
model
Following adjustment for age, sex and level of studies, the
moderate/severe TBI subjects were more at risk than the
seriously injured non-TBI subjects of presenting attention and
memory disorders, anxiety, mood lability, diminished affecti-
vity, lowered cognitive flexibility, difficulties in oral expression
and loss of initiative and motivation (Table 3). In addition toanxiety, the memory and attention disorders were associated
with mild brain trauma.
1.3.4. Trail Making Test after one year
No significant difference between the groups was observed
in the results of the Trail Making Test (Table 4).
1.4. Discussion
Our study represents an original approach to the specificity
of cognitive, neurobehavioral and psycho-affective disorders
with regards to TBI. Our results provide confirmation of the
importance of cognitive and behavioral sequelae after
moderate/severe TBI (for a review, see Dikmen et al. [7]).
Some disorders occur in such elevated proportions as to appear
specific to this group: impaired cognitive flexibility and ability
to plan, diminished affectivity, loss of initiative and motivation,
and social withdrawal. While the nature and the range of
damage to the executive systems in TBI patients have been
extensively documented in the past [36], our results are also
congruent with those of more recent studies that demonstrate
large-scale interaction between executive impairments and
behavioral, psycho-affective and social disorders [37].
Other disorders affect not only moderate/severe TBI
subjects, but also mild TBI subjects, in whom they are
generally less severe. This is the case not only for memory
complaints, which have been extensively reported in the
literature [38], but also for anxiety.
On the other hand, some of the disorders observed in our
study were not specifically associated with TBI. One example is
irritability, an excessive manifestation that is described as
frequent and at times specific in the aftermath of brain trauma.
Table 2
Comparison of the different symptoms inventoried by the NRS-R for the three groups of injured patients. The items are listed in order of frequency in the total














n % n % n % n % (A) vs (B)
vs (C)
(A) vs (B) (A) vs (C) (B) vs (C)
Anxiety 31 64.60 51 57.30 26 37.10 108 52.20 P < 0.01 NS P < 0.01 P < 0.05
Memory disorders 29 60.40 39 43.80 12 17.10 80 38.60 P < 0.0001 NS P < 0.0001 P < 0.001
Irritability 21 43.80 38 42.70 21 30.00 80 38.60 NS
Depressive mood 17 35.40 28 31.50 18 25.7 63 30.40 NS
Attention disorders 29 60.40 21 23.60 8 11.40 58 28.00 P < 0.001 P < 0.0001 P < 0.0001 P < 0.05
Mood lability 20 41.70 24 27.00 11 15.70 55 26.60 P < 0.01 NS P < 0.01 NS
Guilt feelings 9 18.80 15 16.90 10 14.30 34 16.40 NS
Diminished initiative
and motivation
13 27.10 12 13.50 3 4.30 28 13.50 P < 0.01 P < 0.05 P < 0.001 P < 0.05
Diminished activity 14 29.20 9 10.10 4 5.70 27 13.00 P < 0.001 P < 0.01 P < 0.001 NS
Withdrawal from society 11 22.90 11 12.40 5 7.10 27 13.00 P < 0.05 NS P < 0.05 NS
Conceptual disorganization 9 18.80 8 9.00 5 7.10 22 10.60 NS
Lower cognitive flexibility 12 25.00 4 4.50 3 4.30 19 9.20 P < 0.0001 P < 0.001 P < 0.001 NSa
Difficulties in oral expression 11 22.90 5 5.60 1 1.40 17 8.20 P < 0.0001 P < 0.01 P < 0.0001a NSa
Susceptibility to mental fatigue 8 16.70 3 3.40 1 1.40 12 5.80 P < 0.01a P < 0.05a P < 0.01a NSa
Decreased planning ability 8 16.70 3 3.40 0 0.00 11 5.30 P < 0.0001a p < 0.05a P < 0.0001a NSa
Disorientation 8 16.70 2 2.20 1 1.40 11 5.30 P < 0.0001a P < 0.01a P < 0.01a NSa
Difficulties in oral comprehension 6 12.50 3 3.40 1 1.40 10 4.80 P < 0.05a NSa P < 0.05a NSa
Slower speed and stride 8 16.70 2 2.20 0 0.00 10 4.80 P < 0.0001a P < 0.01a P < 0.0001a NSa
Exaggerated somatic
preoccupations
3 6.30 3 3.40 3 4.30 9 4.30 NSa
Unusual thought contents 4 8.30 3 3.40 2 2.90 9 4.30 NSa
Limited self-criticism 6 12.50 0 0.00 1 1.40 7 3.40 P < 0.0001a P < 0.01a P < 0.05a NSa
Mistrust 3 6.30 2 2.20 2 2.90 7 3.40 NSa
Disinhibition 3 6.30 1 1.10 1 1.40 5 2.40 NSa
Diminished vigilance 4 8.30 0 0.00 0 0.00 4 1.90 P < 0.01a P < 0.05a P < 0.05a –
Hallucinations 3 6.30 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 1.40 P < 0.05a P < 0.05a NSa –
Excitation 0 0.00 1 1.10 2 2.90 3 1.40 NSa
Hostility 1 2.10 1 1.10 1 1.40 3 1.40 NSa
Hyperactivity, agitation 0 0.00 1 1.10 2 2.90 3 1.40 NSa
Articulation disorders 2 4.20 0 0.00 0 0.00 2 1.00 NSa
NS: non-significant.
a Fisher’s exact test exact.
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reported during the first year of follow-up in 30% of patients
having suffered brain trauma, and was also associated with a
prolonged period of more pronounced depression. In our studyTable 3
Mulitvariate analysis of the different symptoms according to the brain injury and 
TBI moderate/severe vs controls 
RR CI95% 
Attention disorders 1.59 1.38 1.83 
Memory disorders 1.6 1.37 1.87 
Anxiety 1.25 1.05 1.48 
Difficulties in oral expression 1.26 1.12 1.41 
Mood lability 1.2 1.03 1.39 
Diminished affectivity 1.27 1.11 1.45 
Social withdrawal 1.2 1.04 1.37 
Lower cognitive flexibility 1.28 1.11 1.48 
Loss of initiative and motivation 1.29 1.1 1.51 
NS: non-significant.as well, irritability was one of the most frequently observed
manifestations, occurring in 40% of the patients over periods
largely posterior to the accident, whatever the group under
consideration. The expression characterizing this type offollowing adjustment for age, sex and level of studies.
TBI mild vs controls
P RR CI95% P
P < 0.0001 1.16 1.03 1.29 P < 0.05
P < 0.0001 1.26 1.12 1.42 P < 0.001
P < 0.05 1.25 1.08 1.44 P < 0.05
P < 0.0001 – – – NS
P < 0.05 – – – NS
P < 0.001 – – – NS
P < 0.05 – – – NS
P < 0.001 – – – NS
P < 0.01 – – – NS
Table 4








Chi-squared test or Anova
n % or SD n % or SD n % or SD (A) vs (B) vs (C)
Trail Making Test A NSb
No error 46 95.80% 89 100.00% 70 100.00%
Existence of error(s) 2 4.20% 0 0.00% 0 0.00%
Trail Making Test B NSb
No error 36 75.00% 66 74.20% 57 81.40% (NSa)
Existence of error(s) 9 18.80% 21 23.60% 13 18.60%
Inability to take the testc 3 6.30% 2 2.20% 0 0,0%
Trail Making Test A time (seconds) NS
Mean 33.2 (15.3) 28.8 (15.6) 32.2 (14.4)
1st quartile 22.5 21 23
Median 29.5 25 29
3rd quartile 36.5 31 37
Trail Making Test B time (seconds) NS
Mean 82.3 (42.1) 75.6 (51.4) 83.5 (57.5)
1st quartile 55 56 58
Median 71 63 69
3rd quartile 98 80 88
No response 3 2 0
Time difference between TMTB
and TMTA (seconds)
NS
Mean 50.8 (35) 47.2 (38.1) 51.3 (46,0)
1st quartile 30 32 31
Median 42 38 38
3rd quartile 61 50 52
No response 3 2 0
NS: non-significant.
a Test excluding subjects unable to take the test.
b Fisher’s exact test.
c 4 subjects could not take TMT B because they did not adequately know the alphabet and 1 subject (TBI moderate/severe) was unable to finish TMT B (‘‘massive
failure, nervous irritation’’).
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several psychological factors (imperiousness, premeditation,
perseverance, urgency and quest for sensations. . .), as has
already been shown as concerns impulsiveness [14,39], but also
by environmental factors such as family structure and financial
resources. It should be noted, in conclusion, that irritability is a
symptom of which the definition remains unclear; it is
consequently difficult to evaluate [40].
As concerns depressive moods, their frequency in our two
TBI groups is comparable to that observed in previous studies
[12,41]. Equivalent frequency is likewise found in our severely
injured non-TBI group, and it may mean that depression-related
complaints occur relatively independently of the nature of the
injury. Conversely, anxiety is more prevalent in the TBI groups
and could constitute a sequel that would be more specific to
brain injury. Similar results have been reported by Demakis
et al. [42], who showed that a year after an accident entailing
brain trauma, depression-related complaints are distinguishable
from those connected with anxiety. Other works have even
shown that the two manifestations involve distinct areas of the
brain [43].It is also noteworthy that in the sub-group composed of
patients with moderate/severe TBI, the frequency of several
neurobehavioral disorders (diminished affectivity, social with-
drawal, disinhibition, hyperactivity, excitation) was comparable
to previously published findings by McCauley et al. [10], who
made use of the NRS-R in their evaluation of neurocognitive
sequelae in a severe TBI population 6 months after the trauma.
On the other hand, in the McCauley study, the proportion of
patients presenting a loss of initiative and motivation along with
irritability was more elevated than in our study, and conversely,
several cognitive disorders (planning difficulties, lessened
cognitive flexibility, memory disorders, limited self-criticism,
conceptual disorganization) were more frequently found in our
study. Perhaps, the time elapsed prior to evaluation provides an
explanation for this apparent discrepancy; while McCauley et al.
performed their follow-up at 6 months, our assessment took place
one full year after the accident. Our results correspondingly
suggest a tendency for some complaints (executive, attention-
related and, more generally, the cognitive sphere) to diminish in
frequency over time, whereas others are likely to endure
(neurobehavioral disorders).
S. Nash et al. / Annals of Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine 57 (2014) 600–617608As regards return to work, our results for the moderate/
severe TBI group are in agreement with those reported by Van
Velzen et al. and estimated at 40% in their review of the
literature [44]. On the other hand, for the mild TBI group our
results are pronouncedly inferior to those usually reported, as
most of the persons in other studies with mild TBI returned to
work on an average of 3 to 6 months after the injury [45]. The
difference could be explained by the fact that in our study, mild
TBI patients also suffered more serious injury (fracture. . .). It is
likely that to a higher degree than the mild TBI, it was the
serious injury that delayed their return to work. That much said,
the low percentage of return to work underscores the
importance of offering specific forms of treatment and
management designed to facilitate professional reintegration
[46,47]. In this respect, 3-to-5-year follow-up of our study
population should provide interesting information on the
clinical outcomes of our three groups.
Rather astonishingly, no noteworthy differences between the
three groups were found in the results of the Trail Making Test.
Classical measurement such as comparison of the times needed
to complete each part were limited by the fact that some of the
more severely impaired patients were unable to take the second
part. It would undoubtedly have been equally pertinent to
specifically compare uncorrected errors, which are indicative as
response time [48], but the relevant information was not
collected. It is also conceivable that the sensitivity of the Trail
Making Test fails to detect possible attention-related and
dysexecutive disorders at one year. In all likelihood, the
existing data reflect a frequently observed discrepancy between
impairments that are hard to objectify given the inadequate
sensitivity of the tests and the fact that many complaints are
voiced from a distance.
When interpreting our results, the limits and potential biases
of our study should be taken into consideration; they consist in:
 the relatively low number of participants limits analyses and
inter-group comparisons;
 even when account is taken of aggravation during the first
72 hours, definition of the groups based on the initial data
may not sufficiently distinguish the different populations in
terms of cognitive and behavioral consequences once
substantial time has elapsed since the trauma;
 initial cognitive disorders are often initially underestimated
by the patient, whose possible anosognosia is readily adopted
by many of his close relations, especially during an initial
period that may be characterized by great ‘‘hope’’, while
awareness of impairments evolves over the course of time.
Some of the symptoms are consequently likely to be under-
reported, especially those mentioned in a declarative mode.
The NRS-R was chosen for use in this study on account of its
status as a validated and recognized scale suited to an
epidemiological approach [10,29]. It should also be noted that
in our study, the scale was applied in a face-to-face interview,
which was conducted in most cases in the patients’ homes by
two neuropsychologists who had received training in its use and
who regularly compared their modes of questionnaireadministration, thereby ensuring good homogeneity in test-
taking conditions.
From a methodological standpoint, one of the strong points
of our study consists in the representativeness of the population
involved. The subjects were seriously injured patients forming
a representative cohort of traffic accident victims in a clearly
delimited geographical zone (Rhoˆne county) for which, since
1995, all road casualties having undergone treatment have been
systematically registered. And the fact of having chosen as
controls and included in the same cohort a group of non-TBI
patients who were nonetheless seriously injured (M-AIS  3)
and had been selected according to the same procedures as the
TBI patients and studied over the same time period is of
particular interest in analysis of the different symptoms and of
their specificity with regards to brain trauma.
1.5. Conclusion
Our study is one of the first to show, under strict
epidemiological conditions, that some emotional or affective
complaints generally associated with brain trauma such as
irritability and depressive mood are in fact more directly
related, independently of any brain damage, to an overall
traumatic condition. As for cognitive complaints, they are often
engendered by head injury, as occurs with regards to control of
emotional reactions such as anxiety. So, it is that our results
confirm the hypothesis that some disorders are not limited to
severe traumatic brain injury but may also appear in cases of
mild traumatic brain injury, and even in cases of trauma other
than head trauma, as have been suggested by more than one
author [49,50].
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2. Version franc¸aise
2.1. Introduction
Les accidents de la route restent un proble`me de sante´
publique majeur en France : en 2005, 5543 personnes ont trouve´
la mort, 111 683 ont e´te´ blesse´es, parmi lesquelles plus de
40 000 ont e´te´ hospitalise´es [1]. Les conse´quences de ces
accidents peuvent eˆtre tre`s diverses et entraıˆner de nombreuses
se´quelles. Le pronostic est variable, difficile a` e´valuer et parfois
sous-estime´ [2], particulie`rement chez les blesse´s les plus
mode´re´ment touche´s.
Depuis 1995, le registre des victimes des accidents corporels
de la circulation routie`re a e´te´ mis en place dans le de´partement
du Rhoˆne afin de de´nombrer les accidents mais aussi de
caracte´riser les victimes et leurs le´sions [3]. En 2005, le registre
comptabilisait 8608 victimes dans le de´partement du Rhoˆne.
Parmi ces victimes, 1453 pre´sentaient au moins une le´sion
ce´phalique, toutes gravite´s confondues, et 88 sont de´ce´de´es. Au
cours des dernie`res anne´es, la diminution du nombre
d’accidents constate´e a` l’e´chelon national a e´galement e´te´
observe´e dans ce de´partement : ainsi en 2008, 7460 victimes
d’accidents corporels ont e´te´ recense´es par le registre (soit une
baisse de 13 % en 3 ans), parmi lesquelles 1326 pre´sentaient
une le´sion ce´phalique et 57 ont perdu la vie. Les e´tudes
re´alise´es a` partir du registre ont montre´ que le nombre de
blesse´s graves avec se´quelles e´tait e´quivalent au nombre de
de´ce`s [4].
Le traumatisme craˆnien (TC) a une place a` part en raison de
sa fre´quence (il se situe au second rang apre`s les le´sions du
rachis cervical) et de la gravite´ de ses se´quelles [5,6].
En effet, inde´pendamment de la cause, le pronostic a` long
terme est surtout lie´ aux atteintes cognitives et comportemen-
tales. Dans une revue re´cente de la litte´rature, Dikmen et al. [7]
ont confirme´ l’importance des se´quelles cognitives apre`s un
traumatisme craˆnien grave ou mode´re´ alors que celles-ci
n’apparaissent pas e´videntes apre`s un TC le´ger. Meˆme si
beaucoup d’e´tudes comportent des biais me´thodologiques
(absence de groupe te´moin, e´tiologie varie´e, manque de
repre´sentativite´ par rapport a` une population de re´fe´rence), elles
font apparaıˆtre, au niveau cognitif, des se´quelles pouvant
prendre la forme de difficulte´s de me´moire, d’attention, ou
encore un ralentissement du traitement de l’information [8–11]
alors qu’au niveau comportemental, les troubles les plus
fre´quemment rapporte´s sont notamment, l’irritabilite´ [10–13],
l’impulsivite´ [10,11,13,14], la de´sinhibition [10,11,15] et la
perte d’initiative [10,11,13]. En outre, les conse´quences
psychiques peuvent eˆtre au premier plan chez certains
patients : modifications de la personnalite´ [16] et/ou troubles
thymiques (de´pression, anxie´te´, indiffe´rence affective)[17]. Ces se´quelles sont souvent associe´es a` une anosognosie,
les patients n’e´tant pas toujours pleinement conscients de
l’importance et de l’implication de leurs de´ficits [18–21]. Ces
divers troubles forment ce que certains appellent le « handicap
invisible » du traumatise´ craˆnien. Les troubles du comporte-
ment et de l’humeur comme les modifications de la personnalite´
constituent d’ailleurs une plainte majeure de l’entourage meˆme
longtemps apre`s l’accident [22,23]. Ainsi, la multiplicite´ des
variables dans des situations anatomo-cliniques et sociales tre`s
he´te´roge`nes rend donc indispensable une approche rigoureuse.
Dikmen et al. [7] ont notamment insiste´ sur la ne´cessite´ de
disposer de groupes te´moins adapte´s aux situations explore´es,
ainsi que sur l’utilite´ d’un suivi longitudinal.
Le travail pre´sente´ vise a` repe´rer ce qui est spe´cifique au
traumatisme craˆnien parmi les manifestations cognitives et
comportementales pre´sentes chez 207 blesse´s graves d’une
cohorte d’accidente´s de la route suivie d’octobre 2004 a` juin
2006, dans le de´partement du Rhoˆne, et revue a` un an. En
comparant trois groupes de victimes, nous pourrons de´terminer
la nature des plaintes suivant l’existence ou non d’un
traumatisme craˆnien, et en tenant compte de sa gravite´ initiale.
2.2. Mate´riel et me´thodes
2.2.1. Population d’e´tude
La cohorte e´tude de suivi d’une population d’accidente´s de
la route dans le Rhoˆne (ESPARR) est une cohorte prospective
de victimes d’accidents corporels de la route. Le recrutement a
e´te´ re´alise´ entre le 1er octobre 2004 et le 30 juin 2006, dans tous
les hoˆpitaux publics ou prive´s du de´partement du Rhoˆne. Toute
personne re´pondant aux crite`res d’inclusion (personne re´sidant
dans le Rhoˆne, victime d’un accident de la circulation
impliquant au moins un ve´hicule a` roues, ayant eu lieu dans
le Rhoˆne, vivante au moment de son arrive´e a` l’hoˆpital, et se
pre´sentant dans l’un des diffe´rents services d’urgences du
Rhoˆne) a e´te´ invite´e a` participer a` l’e´tude ESPARR. Les blesse´s
les plus graves e´taient recrute´s directement dans les services
d’hospitalisations sur toute la pe´riode. Pour les cas les plus
graves (patients en re´animation), la relation avec la famille
passait par le me´decin re´animateur. La structure du recrutement
(plages horaires re´parties sur 24 heures et tous les jours de la
semaine) assure la repre´sentativite´ de la cohorte en termes de
crite`res socioge´ographiques, de caracte´ristiques de l’accident
(saison, jour de la semaine, heure, type d’accident (travail,
trajet. . .) et de types de moyens de transport [24]. Au total,
1372 sujets ont accepte´ d’eˆtre suivis dans la cohorte ESPARR,
dont 1168 adultes de 16 ans et plus. Les donne´es me´dicales ont
e´te´ recueillies a` partir des donne´es enregistre´es dans le dossier
me´dical hospitalier et des fiches de de´claration au registre des
victimes d’accidents de la circulation du Rhoˆne. Les le´sions ont
e´te´ code´es par le me´decin du registre, expe´rimente´ dans la
passation de l’Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) [25] qui permet
de coder chaque le´sion et de lui attribuer un score de gravite´
allant de 1 (le´sion mineure) a` 6 (le´sion mortelle). Le maximum
des AIS observe´s (M-AIS) est e´gal a` l’AIS de la le´sion la plus
grave et indique le niveau initial de gravite´ globale : un blesse´
est conside´re´ comme le´ger si le M-AIS s’e´le`ve a` 1, mode´re´ pour
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Le score de Marshall et al. [26] a e´te´ calcule´ pour tous les
sujets ayant eu une imagerie me´dicale pour classer les le´sions
ce´re´brales selon leur gravite´ (grade 1 : pas de le´sion visible a`
grade 4 : engagement).
Au sein de cette cohorte, la population isole´e spe´cifiquement
pour cette e´tude correspond aux sujets aˆge´s de 16 ans et plus,
lors de l’accident, et conside´re´s comme des blesse´s graves (M-
AIS  3) au moment de l’accident, qu’ils aient eu ou non un
traumatisme craˆnien. Trois groupes de patients ont e´te´
conside´re´s :
 groupe « TC mode´re´/grave » de´fini par l’un des crite`res
suivants : score de Glasgow < 13, de´ficit neurologique,
aggravation de l’e´tat neurologique dans les 72 heures apre`s
l’accident, imagerie ce´re´brale anormal ;
 groupe « TC le´ger » de´fini par un score de Glasgow  13,
sans aggravation dans les 72 heures et sans signe neurolo-
gique a` l’examen clinique. Nous avons e´galement inclus dans
ce groupe les patients avec un score de Glasgow non
renseigne´, mais pre´sentant un traumatisme craˆnien avec une
perte de connaissance infe´rieure a` une heure, ainsi que les
patients sans trouble de conscience ayant un traumatisme
facial, dans la mesure ou` celui-ci est associe´ par de´finition a`
un traumatisme craˆnien [27,28] ;
 groupe « blesse´ grave » sans TC de´fini par un M-
AIS  3 mais sans le´sion a` la teˆte.
Au stade initial de l’accident, chaque patient (ou son proche,
en cas d’impossibilite´) a e´te´ invite´ a` re´pondre, au cours d’un
entretien a` l’hoˆpital avec l’enqueˆteur, a` un questionnaire
comportant, entre autres, les items suivants : sexe, aˆge lors de
l’accident, type d’usager (moto, ve´lo. . .), situation familiale,
cate´gorie socioprofessionnelle et niveau d’e´tudes.
Un an apre`s l’accident, chaque patient a e´te´ revu lors d’un
entretien au cours duquel un test neuropsychologique et un
questionnaire ont e´te´ administre´s par deux neuropsychologues,
pre´alablement forme´s a` leur passation. L’e´valuation a
comporte´ :
 la Neurobehavioral Rating Scale–Revised (NRS-R) : un outil
inte´gre´ permettant une passation rapide et peu contraignante,
particulie`rement adapte´ aux e´tudes e´pide´miologiques. Cette
e´chelle multidimensionnelle, compose´e de 29 items, a e´te´
re´vise´e et valide´e aupre`s d’une population ame´ricaine [10] et
franc¸aise [29,30], les items ayant tous e´te´ de´finis simulta-
ne´ment en langue anglaise et franc¸aise. Elle associe un
entretien semi dirige´ et des tests cognitifs succincts. Les
diffe´rents items e´valuent les aspects cognitifs (comme par
exemple les troubles de me´moire, de l’attention ou de la
planification) mais e´galement comportementaux et thymi-
ques (comme l’anxie´te´, la de´pression ou encore la labilite´ de
l’humeur). La fatigabilite´ est e´galement prise en compte. La
cotation des troubles s’effectue habituellement selon
4 niveaux : (i) absence de trouble, (ii) troubles discrets,
(iii) mode´re´s ou (iv) se´ve`res. Compte tenu des effectifs denotre e´tude, chaque item de la NRS a e´te´ coˆte´ comme pre´sent
ou absent ;
 le Trail Making Test, se composant de deux parties : dans la
partie A, le sujet doit relier le plus rapidement possible et par
ordre croissant des points nume´rote´s de 1 a` 25 re´partis
ale´atoirement sur une feuille ; dans la partie B, le sujet doit
relier le plus rapidement possible des points en alternant
syste´matiquement un chiffre et une lettre, les chiffres par
ordre croissant et les lettres par ordre alphabe´tique (1-A-2-B-
3-C. . .). Cette e´preuve est reconnue pour mesurer les
capacite´s de flexibilite´ attentionnelle [31–33] ;
 un questionnaire reprenant les donne´es sociode´mographiques
releve´es lors de l’inclusion (sexe, aˆge, reprise de travail,
retour a` domicile). Le syndrome de stress post-traumatique
(SSPT) est e´value´ a` partir du Post-traumatic Stress Disorder
Checklist Scale [34]. Un seuil du score  44 indique la
pre´sence vraisemblable d’un SSPT ayant des re´percussions
significatives sur la vie quotidienne [35].
Les entretiens a` un an re´alise´s en teˆte a` teˆte ont e´te´ effectue´s
pour 72,5 % des patients a` leur domicile, lors d’une
consultation a` l’hoˆpital (18,4 %), dans un bureau a` la faculte´
de me´decine (7,8 %) ou sur le lieu de travail (1,4 %). Le de´lai
me´dian entre l’accident et les entretiens est de 437 jours
(intervalle interquartile Q1–Q3 = [396–498]).
2.2.2. E´thique
Le consentement a e´te´ recueilli par e´crit aupre`s de chaque
patient, ou de son proche en cas d’impossibilite´ pour lui de
re´pondre.
2.2.3. Analyse
Les 3 groupes ont, tout d’abord, e´te´ compare´s globale-
ment, puis chacun des deux groupes de TC a e´te´ compare´ au
groupe de blesse´s graves sans le´sion ce´phalique, conside´re´
comme groupe te´moin. Enfin, les deux groupes de TC ont
e´galement e´te´ compare´s entre eux, afin de voir si une
diffe´rence d’atteinte entre les deux niveaux de gravite´ du TC
existait. Des tests du Chi2 (ou des tests de Fisher lorsque les
effectifs e´taient trop petits) ont e´te´ re´alise´s pour les variables
cate´gorielles et des tests de Student (ou des tests d’analyse de
variances pour l’analyse ge´ne´rale) pour les variables
quantitatives. Lorsque le test global n’est pas significatif
au seuil de 5 %, les comparaisons entre groupes n’ont pas e´te´
re´alise´es.
Des mode`les en re´gression de « Poisson modifie´ » ont e´te´
construits pour rechercher si les associations persistent entre les
divers symptoˆmes et le fait d’avoir souffert d’un TC quand on
ajuste sur l’aˆge, le sexe, le niveau d’e´tudes (test du Chi2). Le fait
d’avoir repris ou non le travail un an apre`s l’accident a aussi e´te´
inte´gre´ au mode`le multivarie´ lorsque l’analyse e´tait significa-
tive a` 10 % en univarie´. Seuls les symptoˆmes pour lesquels la
comparaison entre les TC mode´re´s/graves (respectivement TC
le´gers) et la population « te´moin » pre´sentait une diffe´rence
significative (apre`s ve´rification du test global) et pour lesquels
au moins 20 % des sujets souffraient de ce symptoˆme, ont e´te´
mode´lise´s.
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SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, E´tats-Unis). La
proce´dure genmod a e´te´ utilise´e pour construire les mode`les de
re´gression en « Poisson modifie´ ».
2.3. Re´sultats
Parmi les 1168 adultes de 16 ans et plus de la cohorte
ESPARR, 324 sujets re´pondaient aux crite`res pre´ce´demment
de´finis (M-AIS  3). Parmi ceux-ci, 68 sujets ont accepte´ de
re´pondre au questionnaire mais n’ont pas effectue´ les tests, par
refus de l’entretien en face a` face. Vingt n’ont pas re´pondu au
suivi a` un an mais ont re´pondu a` un suivi ulte´rieur de l’e´tude,
15 ont refuse´ de poursuivre leur participation a` l’e´tude tandis
que 12 ont e´te´ perdus de vue et 1 sujet est de´ce´de´. Au total,
116 accidente´s n’ont donc pas participe´ aux tests neuropsy-
chologiques un an apre`s l’accident ; ainsi, le suivi neuropsy-
chologique a effectivement e´te´ re´alise´ pour 208 blesse´s, soit un
taux de participation de 64 % des sujets.
Un sujet pre´sentant un TC le´ger a e´te´ exclu des analyses car
il avait subi un choc hypovole´mique ayant entraıˆne´ la cotation
du score de Glasgow a` 9. Notre population d’e´tude porte donc
sur 207 sujets adultes dont 48 dans le groupe TC mode´re´s/
graves, 89 dans le groupe TC le´gers et 70 dans celui des blesse´s
graves sans TC.
Sur les crite`res d’aˆge et de sexe et au regard du niveau de
se´ve´rite´ du traumatisme craˆnien, les blesse´s graves n’ayant pas
re´pondu au suivi neuropsychologique a` un an ne diffe`rent pas
de ceux ayant re´pondu.
2.3.1. Description de l’e´chantillon
L’ensemble des donne´es me´dicales et sociode´mographiques
de cet e´chantillon est de´taille´ dans le Tableau 1.
Concernant l’aˆge, les sujets du groupe TC le´gers (36 ans en
moyenne) et ceux du groupe TC mode´re´s/graves (34 ans en
moyenne) sont significativement plus jeunes que ceux du
groupe blesse´s graves sans TC (41 ans en moyenne). Par contre,
la re´partition des aˆges par classes n’est pas diffe´rente entre les
3 groupes.
Les blesse´s traumatise´s craˆniens, qu’ils soient du groupe des
TC mode´re´s/graves ou du groupe des TC le´gers sont
principalement des utilisateurs de 4 roues alors que le groupe
des blesse´s graves sans TC est majoritairement constitue´
d’usagers de 2 roues motorise´s.
On peut noter que 48 % des patients du groupe TC
mode´re´s/graves ont un score de Glasgow initial entre 13 et
15, soit en raison d’une aggravation du score de Glasgow
dans les 72 premie`res heures, soit en raison d’une le´sion
pre´sente sur le scanner ce´re´bral initial (92 % des patients de
ce groupe avaient une le´sion avec un score de Marshall au
moins e´gal a` 2). Dans le groupe des TC le´gers, 3 sujets ont un
score de Glasgow a` 13, 13 sujets ont un score de Glasgow a`
14 et 56 sujets un score de Glasgow a` 15. Dans ce groupe,
l’imagerie ce´re´brale e´tait conside´re´e comme normale
lorsqu’elle a e´te´ re´alise´e (n = 56).
Les autres variables e´tudie´es (sexe, situation familiale,
cate´gorie socioprofessionnelle, niveau d’e´tude) ne sont passignificativement diffe´rentes entre les groupes (test statistique
global).
A` un an d’e´volution, aucune diffe´rence significative n’est
observe´e entre les trois groupes quant a` la reprise de travail, qui
a concerne´ 31,3 % du groupe des TC mode´re´s/graves, 48,3 %
du groupe des TC le´gers et 44,3 % du groupe des blesse´s graves
sans TC. Il n’y a pas non plus de diffe´rence entre les trois
groupes concernant la proportion de personnes pre´sentant des
signes de SSPT, touchant 31,3 % du groupe des TC mode´re´s/
graves, 23,6 % du groupe des TC le´gers et 14,3 % du groupe des
blesse´s graves sans TC.
2.3.2. NRS-R a` un an d’e´volution – description des
symptoˆmes
Dans la population totale, regroupant les trois groupes
(n = 207), les symptoˆmes les plus fre´quemment observe´s
(> 15 %) e´taient : l’anxie´te´ (52,2 %), l’irritabilite´ (38,6 %), les
troubles de me´moire (38,6 %) l’humeur de´pressive (30,4 %) les
troubles d’attention (28,0 %), la labilite´ de l’humeur (26,6 %) et
le sentiment de culpabilite´ (16,4 %) (Tableau 2).
L’irritabilite´ et l’humeur de´pressive e´taient aussi fre´quentes
chez les blesse´s graves sans TC que chez les TC. La pre´sence de
signes de´pressifs et de signes d’anxie´te´ e´tait associe´e, quel que
soit le groupe e´tudie´, a` la pre´sence d’un stress post-traumatique
a` un an ( p < 0,01).
L’anxie´te´, les troubles de me´moire et d’attention et la
diminution de l’initiative et de la motivation e´taient retrouve´s
de fac¸on significative plus fre´quemment dans les deux groupes
de TC par rapport au groupe sans TC. Pour les troubles
d’attention, la fre´quence de´croissait significativement du
groupe TC mode´re´s/graves au groupe TC le´gers jusqu’au
groupe blesse´s graves sans TC. Il en allait de meˆme pour la
labilite´ de l’humeur meˆme si la diffe´rence n’e´tait significative
qu’entre le groupe TC mode´re´s/graves et celui des blesse´s sans
TC.
Le groupe des TC mode´re´s/graves se diffe´renciait quant a` lui
significativement des deux autres groupes sur les items
suivants : les troubles de la capacite´ de planification, les
troubles de la flexibilite´ de la pense´e, la diminution de
l’affectivite´, les troubles d’autocritique, le ralentissement
moteur, la fatigabilite´ mentale, les troubles de l’expression
orale, la de´sorientation, la diminution de la vigilance et le repli
sur soi. Des hallucinations ont uniquement e´te´ rapporte´es dans
le groupe TC mode´re´s/graves (n = 3).
Il n’y a pas de diffe´rence significative entre les trois groupes
pour certains symptoˆmes comme la de´sinhibition, l’hyper-
activite´, les pre´occupations somatiques exage´re´es ou la
me´fiance, en raison des petits effectifs observe´s ; il en est de
meˆme pour les signes de de´sorganisation des concepts, en de´pit
d’une plus grande fre´quence chez les traumatise´s craˆniens
mode´re´s/graves.
2.3.3. NRS-R a` un an d’e´volution – mode`le de re´gression
« poisson modifie´ »
Apre`s ajustement sur l’aˆge, le sexe et le niveau d’e´tudes, les
traumatise´s craˆniens mode´re´s/graves ont plus de risques que les
blesse´s graves non traumatise´s craˆniens de pre´senter des
Tableau 1









n = 48 n = 89 n = 70
n % n % n % (A) vs (B)
vs (C)
(A) vs (B) (A) vs (C) (B) vs (C)
Aˆge lors de l’accident NS – – –
[16–20[ans 15 31,30 % 14 15,70 % 7 10,00 %
[20–30[ans 11 22,90 % 24 27,00 % 17 24,30 %
[30–40[ans 5 10,40 % 20 22,50 % 9 12,90 %
[40–50[ans 7 14,60 % 14 15,70 % 16 22,90 %
[50–60[ans 5 10,40 % 9 10,10 % 11 15,70 %
 60 ans 5 10,40 % 8 9,00 % 10 14,30 %
Aˆge moyen [moy(ET)] 34,4 (16,5) 35,4 (15,3) 41,2 (17,7) p < 0,05a NS p < 0,05 p < 0,05
Sexe NS – – –
Hommes 39 81,30 % 69 77,50 % 49 70,00 %
Femmes 9 18,80 % 20 22,50 % 21 30,00 %
Situation familiale NS – – –
Ce´libataire 25 52,10 % 41 46,10 % 23 32,90 %
Vie de couple 16 33,30 % 38 42,70 % 36 51,40 %
Divorce´/se´pare´/veuf 17 35,40 % 10 11,20 % 11 15,70 %
Type d’usager p < 0,05 NS p < 0,05 p < 0,01
Pie´ton/roller/trottinette 8 16,70 % 11 12,40 % 16 22,90 %
4 roues 21 43,80 % 37 41,60 % 13 18,60 %
2 roues motorise´es 14 29,20 % 34 38,20 % 29 41,40 %
Ve´lo 5 10,40 % 7 7,90 % 12 17,10 %
Niveau d’e´tude NSc – – –
< baccalaure´at 30 62,50 % 55 61,80 % 45 64,30 % (NSb)
Baccalaure´at 4 8,30 % 14 15,70 % 6 8,60 %
> baccalaure´at 11 22,90 % 18 20,20 % 18 25,70 %
Autre 3 6,30 % 2 2,20 % 1 1,40 %
Cate´gories socioprofessionnellesd NS – – –
E´tudiant 12 25,00 % 12 13,50 % 10 14,30 %
Agriculteur/artisan 5 10,40 % 4 4,50 % 7 10,00 %
Cadre 6 12,50 % 8 9,00 % 6 8,60 %
Profession interme´diaire 4 8,30 % 6 6,70 % 8 11,40 %
Employe´ 18 37,50 % 40 44,90 % 27 38,60 %
Ouvrier 3 6,30 % 19 21,30 % 12 17,10 %
M-AIS initial p < 0,0001c p < 0,0001 p < 0,0001 NSc
3 14 29,20 % 76 85,40 % 64 91,40 %
4 22 45,80 % 13 14,60 % 4 5,70 %
5 12 25,00 % 0 0,00 % 2 2,90 %
GCS Initial p < 0,0001c p < 0,0001 p < 0,0001 p < 0,0001
[13–15] 23 47,90 % 72 80,90 % 8 11,40 %
[9–12] 9 18,80 % 0 0,00 % 0 0,00 %
[3–8] 16 33,30 % 0 0,00 % 0 0,00 %
Non re´alise´ 0 0,00 % 17 19,10 % 62 88,60 %
Score de Marshall – – – –
Pas de Scanner/IRM (teˆte) 0 0,00 % 33 37,10 % 66 94,30 %
Le´sion diffuse de type I
(pas d’e´panchement, ni d’oede`me)
4 8,30 % 56 62,90 % 4 5,70 %
Le´sion diffuse de type II 33 68,80 % 0 0,00 % 0 0,00 %
Le´sion diffuse de type III 3 6,30 % 0 0,00 % 0 0,00 %
Le´sion diffuse de type IV 0 0,00 % 0 0,00 % 0 0,00 %
Le´sion massive e´vacue´e 1 2,10 % 0 0,00 % 0 0,00 %
Le´sion massive non e´vacue´e 7 14,60 % 0 0,00 % 0 0,00 %










n = 48 n = 89 n = 70
n % n % n % (A) vs (B)
vs (C)
(A) vs (B) (A) vs (C) (B) vs (C)
Reprise du travail lors du
questionnaire a` 1 an
NS – – –
Non 15 31,30 % 20 22,50 % 16 22,90 % (NSb)
Oui 15 31,30 % 43 48,30 % 31 44,30 %
Non concerne´
(e´tudiant/retraite´/au foyer)
18 37,50 % 26 29,20 % 23 32,90 %
Pre´sence de signes de SSPT a` 1 an NSc – – –
Non 30 62,50 % 66 74,20 % 57 81,40 %
Oui 15 31,30 % 21 23,60 % 10 14,30 %
Inde´termine´ 3 6,30 % 2 2,20 % 3 4,30 %
NS : non significatif.
a Test Anova – analyse de la variance.
b Test en excluant la dernie`re cate´gorie.
c Test exact de Fisher.
d Les personnes retraite´es ou en conge´ parental sont inte´gre´es dans le groupe socioprofessionnel correspondant au dernier emploi.
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d’humeur, une diminution de l’affectivite´, des troubles de
flexibilite´ de la pense´e, des troubles de l’expression orale et une
diminution de l’initiative et de la motivation (Tableau 3). Outre
l’anxie´te´, les troubles de me´moire et les troubles d’attention
sont e´galement associe´s au fait d’avoir eu un traumatisme
craˆnien le´ger.
2.3.4. Trail Making Test a` un an d’e´volution
Aucune diffe´rence significative entre les groupes n’a e´te´
observe´e sur le Trail Making Test (Tableau 4).
2.4. Discussion
Notre e´tude aborde de fac¸on originale la question de la
spe´cificite´ des troubles cognitifs, neuro-comportementaux et
psycho-affectifs vis-a`-vis du TC. Nos re´sultats viennent
confirmer l’importance des se´quelles cognitives et comporte-
mentales apre`s un traumatisme craˆnien mode´re´/grave (pour une
revue, voir Dikmen et al. [7]). Certains troubles sont en
proportion nettement plus importants dans ce groupe et lui
apparaissent plus spe´cifiques, en particulier un de´ficit de
flexibilite´ et de planification, une diminution de l’affectivite´,
des initiatives et de la motivation et un repli sur soi. Meˆme si la
nature et l’e´tendue des syste`mes exe´cutifs atteints ont de´ja` e´te´
largement documente´es chez le patient traumatise´ craˆnien [36],
ces re´sultats vont dans le sens d’e´tudes plus re´centes qui
montrent l’interaction importante entre de´ficits exe´cutifs et
troubles comportementaux, psycho-affectifs et sociaux [37].
D’autres troubles n’affectent pas seulement les traumatise´s
mode´re´s/graves, mais e´galement les TC le´gers, meˆme s’ils sont
moins se´ve`res chez ces derniers. C’est le cas des plaintesmne´siques, de´ja` largement rapporte´es dans la litte´rature [38],
mais aussi de l’anxie´te´.
En revanche, certains troubles n’e´taient pas spe´cifiquement
associe´s au traumatisme craˆnien dans notre e´tude. C’est le cas
de l’irritabilite´ qui est une manifestation par exce`s de´crite
comme fre´quente et parfois spe´cifique apre`s un traumatisme
craˆnien. Dans l’e´tude re´alise´e par Kim et al. [12], un
comportement d’irritabilite´ e´tait rapporte´ chez environ 30 %
des patients victimes d’un traumatisme craˆnien durant la
premie`re anne´e de suivi, et e´tait e´galement associe´ a une
pe´riode moyenne de de´pression plus importante. Dans notre
e´tude, l’irritabilite´ est l’une des manifestations les plus
fre´quemment observe´es a` distance de l’accident – chez environ
40 % des patients – quel que soit le groupe conside´re´.
L’expression de ce type de comportement pourrait eˆtre
influence´e par des facteurs environnementaux (structure
familiale, ressources financie`res. . .) et non pas seulement par
l’alte´ration d’un ou de plusieurs facteurs psychologiques tels
que l’impe´riosite´, la pre´me´ditation, la perse´ve´rance, l’urgence
et la recherche de sensations, comme cela a de´ja` e´te´ mis en
e´vidence pour l’impulsivite´ [14,39]. On peut noter que
l’irritabilite´ est un symptoˆme dont la de´finition reste assez
mal de´finie et donc d’e´valuation difficile [40].
Il en va de meˆme pour l’humeur de´pressive, dont la
fre´quence dans nos deux groupes de TC est comparable a` celle
observe´e dans des e´tudes pre´ce´dentes [12,41]. Une fre´quence
e´quivalente est e´galement retrouve´e dans notre groupe de
blesse´s graves sans TC, ce qui sugge`re donc une relative
inde´pendance de ces plaintes vis-a`-vis de la nature de la le´sion.
A` l’inverse, dans notre e´tude, l’anxie´te´ est plus fre´quente dans
le groupe des TC et pourrait eˆtre une se´quelle plus spe´cifique de
la ce´re´bro-le´sion. Des re´sultats similaires ont de´ja` e´te´ rapporte´s
Tableau 2
Comparaison des diffe´rents symptoˆmes inventorie´s par la NRS-R pour les trois groupes de blesse´s. Les items apparaissent par ordre de fre´quence d’apparition dans la














n % n % n % n % (A) vs (B)
vs (C)
(A) vs (B) (A) vs (C) (B) vs (C)
Anxie´te´ 31 64,60 51 57,30 26 37,10 108 52,20 p < 0,01 NS p < 0,01 p < 0,05
Troubles de me´moire 29 60,40 39 43,80 12 17,10 80 38,60 p < 0,0001 NS p < 0,0001 p < 0,001
Irritabilite´ 21 43,80 38 42,70 21 30,00 80 38,60 NS
Humeur de´pressive 17 35,40 28 31,50 18 25,7 63 30,40 NS
Troubles d’attention 29 60,40 21 23,60 8 11,40 58 28,00 p < 0,001 p < 0,0001 p < 0,0001 p < 0,05
Labilite´ de l’humeur 20 41,70 24 27,00 11 15,70 55 26,60 p < 0,01 NS p < 0,01 NS
Sentiment de culpabilite´ 9 18,80 15 16,90 10 14,30 34 16,40 NS
Diminution de l’initiative
et de la motivation
13 27,10 12 13,50 3 4,30 28 13,50 p < 0,01 p < 0,05 p < 0,001 p < 0,05
Diminution de l’affectivite´ 14 29,20 9 10,10 4 5,70 27 13,00 p < 0,001 p < 0,01 p < 0,001 NS
Repli sur soi 11 22,90 11 12,40 5 7,10 27 13,00 p < 0,05 NS p < 0,05 NS
De´sorganisation des concepts 9 18,80 8 9,00 5 7,10 22 10,60 NS
Troubles de la flexibilite´
de la pense´e
12 25,00 4 4,50 3 4,30 19 9,20 p < 0,0001 p < 0,001 p < 0,001 NSa
Troubles de l’expression orale 11 22,90 5 5,60 1 1,40 17 8,20 p < 0,0001 p < 0,01 p < 0,0001a NSa
Fatigabilite´ mentale 8 16,70 3 3,40 1 1,40 12 5,80 p < 0,01a p < 0,05a p < 0,01a NSa
Troubles de la capacite´
de planification
8 16,70 3 3,40 0 0,00 11 5,30 p < 0,0001a p < 0,05a p < 0,0001a NSa
De´sorientation 8 16,70 2 2,20 1 1,40 11 5,30 p < 0,0001a p < 0,01a p < 0,01a NSa
Troubles de la compre´hension
orale
6 12,50 3 3,40 1 1,40 10 4,80 p < 0,05a NSa p < 0,05a NSa
Ralentissement moteur 8 16,70 2 2,20 0 0,00 10 4,80 p < 0,0001a p < 0,01a p < 0,0001a NSa
Pre´occupations somatiques
exage´re´es
3 6,30 3 3,40 3 4,30 9 4,30 NSa
Contenu de pense´e inhabituel 4 8,30 3 3,40 2 2,90 9 4,30 NSa
Troubles d’autocritique 6 12,50 0 0,00 1 1,40 7 3,40 p < 0,0001a p < 0,01a p < 0,05a NSa
Me´fiance 3 6,30 2 2,20 2 2,90 7 3,40 NSa
De´sinhibition 3 6,30 1 1,10 1 1,40 5 2,40 NSa
Diminution de la vigilance 4 8,30 0 0,00 0 0,00 4 1,90 p < 0,01a p < 0,05a p < 0,05a –
Hallucinations 3 6,30 0 0,00 0 0,00 3 1,40 p < 0,05a p < 0,05a NSa –
Excitation 0 0,00 1 1,10 2 2,90 3 1,40 NSa
Hostilite´ 1 2,10 1 1,10 1 1,40 3 1,40 NSa
Hyperactivite´, agitation 0 0,00 1 1,10 2 2,90 3 1,40 NSa
Troubles d’articulation 2 4,20 0 0,00 0 0,00 2 1,00 NSa
NS : non significatif.
a Test exact de Fisher.
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plaintes relatives a` la de´pression se distinguent de celles lie´es a`
l’anxie´te´. Certains travaux ont montre´ que ces deux mani-
festations impliquent des re´gions ce´re´brales distinctes [43].
Il est e´galement inte´ressant de noter que dans le sous-groupe
des patients victimes d’un TC mode´re´/grave, la fre´quence de
plusieurs troubles neuro-comportementaux (diminution de
l’affectivite´, repli sur soi, de´sinhibition, hyperactivite´, excita-
tion) e´tait comparable aux donne´es pre´ce´demment publie´es par
McCauley et al. [10]. Ces auteurs ont utilise´ la NRS-R pour
e´valuer les se´quelles neurocognitives d’une population de TC
graves 6 mois apre`s le traumatisme. En revanche, une
proportion plus importante de patients pre´sentait une perte
d’initiative, une diminution de la motivation et une irritabilite´
dans l’e´tude re´alise´e par McCauley et al. par rapport a` notre
e´tude. De meˆme, plusieurs troubles cognitifs (difficulte´s deplanification, difficulte´s de flexibilite´ mentale, troubles de
me´moire, troubles de l’autocritique, de´sorganisation des
concepts) e´taient plus fre´quents dans leur e´tude. Il est possible
que le de´lai d’e´valuation explique cette diffe´rence puisque
McCauley et al. ont re´alise´ un suivi a` 6 mois alors que dans
notre e´tude l’e´valuation a e´te´ re´alise´e a` un an de l’accident. Nos
re´sultats sugge`rent donc une tendance a` la re´gression de
certaines plaintes au fil du temps (sphe`re exe´cutive, attention-
nelle et plus ge´ne´ralement cognitive) alors que d’autres
perdurent (troubles neuro-comportementaux).
Concernant la reprise de travail, nos re´sultats pour le groupe
des TC mode´re´s/graves sont conformes avec ceux rapporte´s,
estime´s a` 40 % par Van Velzen et al. dans leur revue de la
litte´rature [44]. En revanche, pour le groupe des TC le´gers, nos
re´sultats sont tre`s clairement en dec¸a` de ceux habituellement
rapporte´s, la plupart des personnes ayant souffert d’un TC le´ger
Tableau 3
Analyse multivarie´e des diffe´rents symptoˆmes en fonction du traumatisme craˆnien (apre`s ajustement sur l’aˆge, le sexe et le niveau d’e´tude).
TC mode´re´s/Graves vs te´moins TC le´gers vs te´moins
RR IC95% p RR IC95% p
Troubles de l’attention 1,59 1,38 1,83 p < 0,0001 1,16 1,03 1,29 p < 0,05
Troubles de la me´moire 1,6 1,37 1,87 p < 0,0001 1,26 1,12 1,42 p < 0,001
Anxie´te´ 1,25 1,05 1,48 p < 0,05 1,25 1,08 1,44 p < 0,05
Troubles de l’expression orale 1,26 1,12 1,41 p < 0,0001 – – – NS
Labilite´ de l’humeur 1,2 1,03 1,39 p < 0,05 – – – NS
Diminution de l’affectivite´ 1,27 1,11 1,45 p < 0,001 – – – NS
Repli sur soi 1,2 1,04 1,37 p < 0,05 – – – NS
Troubles de la flexibilite´ de la pense´e 1,28 1,11 1,48 p < 0,001 – – – NS
Perte d’initiative et de motivation 1,29 1,1 1,51 p < 0,01 – – – NS
NS : non significatif.
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[45]. Cet e´cart pourrait s’expliquer par le fait que, dans notre
e´tude, les patients du groupe des TC le´gers ont e´galement eu
une blessure plus grave (fracture. . .). C’est probablement
l’existence de cette blessure grave qui est venue contraindre la
reprise du travail, plus que le TC le´ger dont ont e´te´ victime, les
patients de ce groupe. Ce faible pourcentage de reprise de
travail a` un an montre ne´anmoins tre`s clairement la ne´cessite´ deTableau 4





n % or ET n 
Trail Making Test A 
Aucune erreur 46 95,80 % 8
Pre´sence d’erreur(s) 2 4,20 % 
Trail Making Test B 
Aucune erreur 36 75,00 % 6
Pre´sence d’erreur(s) 9 18,80 % 2
Incapacite´ a` faire le testc 3 6,30 % 
Temps au Trail Making Test A (secondes) 
Moyenne 33,2 (15,3) 28
1er quartile 22,5 2
Me´diane 29,5 2
3e quartile 36,5 3
Temps au Trail Making Test B (secondes) 
Moyenne 82,3 (42,1) 75
1er quartile 55 5
Me´diane 71 6
3e quartile 98 8
Non re´ponse 3 
Diffe´rence de temps entre
le TMTB et TMTA (secondes)
Moyenne 50,8 (35) 47
1er quartile 30 3
Me´diane 42 3
3e quartile 61 5
Non re´ponse 3 
NS : non significatif.
a Test en excluant les sujets incapables de faire le test.
b Test exact de Fisher.
c 4 sujets n’ont pas pu faire le TMT B a` cause d’une me´connaissance de l’alphabet
massif, e´nervement »).proposer des prises en charges spe´cifiques et adapte´es afin de
faciliter le retour a` l’emploi [46,47]. Par ailleurs, le suivi a` 3 et
5 ans de notre population d’e´tude apportera sans doutes des
informations inte´ressantes quant a` l’e´volution de nos diffe´rents
groupes.
E´tonnamment, il n’a pas e´te´ retrouve´ de diffe´rences entre les
trois groupes en ce qui concerne le Trail Making Test. Les





Test du Chi2 ou Anova
% or ET n % or ET (A) vs (B) vs (C)
NSb
9 100,00 % 70 100,00 %
0 0,00 % 0 0,00 %
NSb
6 74,20 % 57 81,40 % (NSa)
1 23,60 % 13 18,60 %
2 2,20 % 0 0,0 %
NS
















 et 1 sujet (TC mode´re´/grave) n’a pas e´te´ en capacite´ de finir le TMT B (« e´chec
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patients plus se´ve`rement atteints n’ont pas re´alise´ la seconde
partie. Il aurait sans doute e´te´ pertinent de comparer plus
spe´cifiquement les erreurs non corrige´es, ces erreurs e´tant tout
aussi indicatives que les temps de re´ponse [48], mais cette
information n’a pas e´te´ recueillie. On peut e´galement supposer
que la sensibilite´ du Trail Making Test n’est pas bonne pour
de´tecter d’e´ventuels troubles attentionnels ou dysexe´cutifs a` un
an d’e´volution. Ces donne´es pourraient refle´ter le de´calage
fre´quemment observe´ entre des de´ficits difficilement objectiva-
bles, par manque de sensibilite´ des tests, et les plaintes a` distance.
Il faut cependant tenir compte dans l’interpre´tation de nos
re´sultats d’un certain nombre de limites et biais potentiels de
cette e´tude :
 relative faiblesse des effectifs qui limite certaines analyses et
comparaisons inter-groupes ;
 la de´finition des groupes base´e sur les donne´es initiales meˆme
en tenant compte d’une aggravation dans les 72 premie`res
heures apparaıˆt insuffisante pour distinguer des populations
diffe´rentes en termes de conse´quences cognitivo-comporte-
mentales a` distance du traumatisme ;
 les troubles cognitifs sont souvent initialement sous-estime´s
par le patient d’autant que l’e´coute des familles montre que
l’anosognosie est volontiers partage´e par l’entourage, au moins
dans la premie`re pe´riode de grande « espe´rance », alors que la
prise de conscience e´volue, elle aussi, avec le temps. Cela a pu
entraıˆner une sous-estimation de certains symptoˆmes, notam-
ment ceux recueillis sur un mode de´claratif.
La NRS-R a e´te´ choisie pour cette e´tude car il s’agit d’une
e´chelle valide´e et reconnue dans une approche e´pide´miologique
[10,29]. Par ailleurs, la NRS-R a e´te´ passe´e au cours d’un
entretien en teˆte a` teˆte, la plupart du temps au domicile des
patients, par deux neuropsychologues forme´s en meˆme temps a`
l’usage de la NRS-R et confrontant leurs modes de passation
re´gulie`rement, ce qui garantit une bonne homoge´ne´ite´ de la
passation des tests.
Au plan me´thodologique, l’un des points forts de cette e´tude
est la repre´sentativite´ de la population e´tudie´e. En effet, il s’agit
de blesse´s graves participant a` une cohorte repre´sentative des
victimes d’accidents de la route d’une zone ge´ographique bien
pre´cise (de´partement du Rhoˆne) pour laquelle sont enregistre´es
depuis 1995 toutes les victimes qui rec¸oivent des soins dans un
e´tablissement hospitalier a` la suite d’un accident de la route. Le
fait d’avoir choisi un groupe de patients te´moins non
traumatise´s craˆniens mais e´galement gravement blesse´s (M-
AIS  3), participant a` la meˆme cohorte, se´lectionne´s a priori
comme les TC, au moment meˆme de l’accident, suivant les
meˆmes proce´dures et au cours de la meˆme pe´riode, est
particulie`rement inte´ressant pour analyser les symptoˆmes et
leur spe´cificite´ vis-a`-vis du traumatisme craˆnien.
2.5. Conclusion
Notre e´tude est l’une des premie`res a` montrer, en condition
e´pide´miologique stricte, que certaines plaintes de naturee´motionnelle ou affective habituellement associe´es a` un
traumatisme craˆnien (telle que l’irritabilite´ ou l’humeur
de´pressive) sont plus directement en lien avec un e´tat
traumatique global, inde´pendamment de toute atteinte ce´re´-
brale. Les plaintes cognitives sont quant a` elles surtout
engendre´es par une le´sion ce´phalique, tout comme la re´gulation
de certaines re´actions e´motionnelles telles que l’anxie´te´. Ainsi,
nos re´sultats confirment que certains troubles pourraient ne pas
eˆtre le seul apanage des traumatismes craˆniens graves mais
e´galement se rencontrer dans le cas de traumatismes craˆniens
le´gers, et meˆme de traumatismes non craˆniens, comme certains
auteurs l’avaient de´ja` sugge´re´ [49,50].
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